ConciergeEye
ConciergeEye - Your key to intelligent access control

Technical principle
ConciergeEye recognizes authorized persons "en passant" by their face. It allows
authorized persons to simply pass through. Contactlessly, without the need for
interaction opens the door all by itself. No key, no ID, no chip card that can be
forgotten or lost. Hands free and thoughts free for more important things.
ConciergeEye is a compact face recognition unit for every locking system and
access control system - inside and outside. The software-hardware component can
be easily integrated into your access control system.
Suitable for hotel entrances and receptions, offices, manufacturing, storage,
laboratory and operating rooms, computer centers, public buildings, airport sections
and many more.

Technical specifications
-

Detection distance (each variant) 1 m or 2 m
Detection angle (depending on variant) 90° or 170
Easy system integration through flexible interfaces
Wall mounting fixed and swiveling
High quality aluminium housing
Dust and water resistant
Precision Industrial Camera
Integrated high-performance computing chip
Deception detection
Artificial Intelligence
No saving of images
Ethernet and PoE
Recognition based on anonymized access patterns
Dimensions:
height 220mm, width 172mm, depth 62mm
- white- and grey-label compatible

ConciergeEye

Integrated face recognition as a system component of
Access control systems
We offer a finished product, a system component as add-on for your
Access control system. Why we do not only deliver software?
For you this means freedom from software licenses, software integration
and server problems. ConciergeEye is plug-n-play!
Our integrated face recognition, a combination of precision industrial camera
and artificial intelligence computing unit, provides a service that all software,
software and hardware on the market.

Data privacy, non-cloud
We develop, work and live in Germany. The requirements of data protection
flow with us into the products. ConciergeEye processes columns of numbers, not
Images that are not decodable for third parties. And the Non-Cloud-based!
This increases security. ConciergeEye can be accessed via a local network
e.g. integrated into your security system via Ethernet.

Detection in natural motion
Just go where your destination is and don't waste any thought on
Access authorization. ConciergeEye requires no special positioning in front of the
Camera, it recognizes the person when approaching while walking.

No user interaction required
ConciergeEye allows authorized persons freedom of movement. None
Card, no chip that has to be taken out. No stop. Just keep going.
ConciergeEye requires a facial pattern of the authorized person, which has been
was calculated once. After that ConciergeEye works without any interaction.

Deception-proof, more far-reaching, faster, more precise
CociergeEye works with artificial intelligence. In combination with its
precision industrial camera, characteristics are created that put it out of
competition.
ConciergeEye is more extensive, faster and more precise than conventional
Face Detector. ConciergeEye also has deception detection.

Can be used indoor and outdoor
ConciergeEye uses high quality manufactured components. You can use it in and
outdoor use. Water and dust resistance is a matter of course.
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